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TEST 20_ 300319 

I. (1-10) Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in each 

sentence: 

    1/ Tidal waves are the result of an abrupt in the __________  of the  Earth. 

          A. movement water under            B. under movement             

          C. under water movement            D. movement underwater 

    2/  In Winter, heating  __________  for 50%  of own electricity bill. 

A. costs          B. takes              C. occupies D. accounts 

    3/ The kitchen is well-equipped with modern  __________  . 

          A. showers           B. appliances            C. luxuries               D. households 

    4/ Foreign tourists should not enter some places of __________ . 

A. situation            B. trip                C. worship                  D. atmosphere  

    5/ They are forced to work  from 8 am _____  5 pm a day, seven days a week. 

A. at          B. still              C. since               D. up to 

   6/  It started to rain. _________,  we  stopped  playing tennis. 

          A. But            B. However           C. Therefore               D. Because 

   7/  UFOs mean _________  flying objects.  

         A. unable            B. unknown            C. unidentified       D. unimaginable 

   8/ The weather forecast is on. “Can you turn up the volume?” – “ 

_______________ .”  

        A. I hope so                                        B. That’s a good idea.                         

        C. Yes, I think so, too                        D. You are welcome 

   9/ On Easter day, people  ________  on the streets to watch colorful parades. 

        A. occur            B. crowd                  C. go                 D. come 
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   10/ The  __________  tell us what is happening in our city, in our country and in 

the world. 

       A. advertisements          B. forcasts            C. communication            D. media 

 

Answer:  

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____             5/ _____   

     6/ _____       7/ _____         8/ _____          9/ _____           10/ _____   

 

II. (11-12)  Choose the underlined word or phrase(A,B,C, or D) that needs 

correcting: 

    11/  My father has started  teaching in a small town by the sea  ten years ago. 

                                  A               B                 C             D 

    12/ He used to working  full time,  but now he is a part-time worker.                           

                  A             B                         C                           D 

Answer: 

     11/ _____        12/ _____         

 

III. (13-16) Use the correct tense or form of the verbs in parentheses.   

    13/ Minh nguyet likes __________  to music on the way to school. (listen) 

    14/ It  ____________  since last month. ( not rain) 

    15/ Minh Khoa wishes he __________  Part in this activity now. ( take) 

    16/ When I arrived at the camp site, they  ___________  out the blanket. (lay) 

Answer: 

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____              

 

IV. (17-22)  Use the correct form of the words in parentheses: 
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    17/ Is Ha Noi  ___________  from  Kuala  Lumpur? ( differentce) 

    18/  Cosumers always want cheap, effective  __________.   ( produce) 

    19/ Students  sing folk songs  __________ . ( beauty) 

    20/ Mr. pike is a famous stamp ________ in our city. (collect) 

    21/ Thi Vai River was used for years as _________ waste dump.  ( industry) 

    22/ Many chemicals have a _________   effect on the environment . ( disaster) 

Answer: 

     1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____           5/ _____    6/ _____   

 

V. (23-28) Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in the 

following passage: 

        Nowadays, more and more people are changing the (23)___________  They 

use their televisions. When television was new, we used to turn (24) ________   and 

watch whatever there was. (25) ___________    for us to think  it  much be enjoyable. 

But no that it is part of every life. We choose the program we watch  much more 

carefully. We remember that we have many (26) ________   interesting things to do. 

As we watch  ( 27) _________  program , we want to be sure that we will have  a 

really good picture, with bright colors, and (28) __________  we are really 

interested, we want really clear sound. Of course, for higher quality, we have to pay 

more. 

23/ A. course             B. way C. reason                     D. cause 

24/ A. off                  B.  out C. on                        D. over 

25/ A. enough    B. too     C. so         D. such 

26/ A. others               B. other                    C. one                      D. another 

27/ A. less              B. little              C. fewer                   D. much 
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28/ A. in spite of                 B. though                 C. because                 D. because of                      

                   

Answer: 

1/ _____        2/ _____        3/ _____          4/ _____             5/ _____        6/ _____   

 

VI. (29-32) Read the dialogue and then decide whether the statements that 

follow are true or false. Write True or False in your answersheet: 

          Ba Long, 15,  is reported missing from his school on nguyen Lam Street. He 

is 1.6 meter tall and  weighs 70 kilos. He has short black hair and a dark complexion. 

He doesn’t  wear  glasses.  He was seen most recently on Sunday morning and was 

wearing a blue shirt with a dark blue trousers and brown sandals.   

    

 True False 

29/ Ba Long is rather thin. ____ ____ 

30/ Ba Long is quite short. ____ ____ 

31/ His hair is short and black. ____ ____ 

32/ He was  seen most recently on Sunday afternoon.  ____ ____ 

 

VII. (33-36) Rewrite the sentences so that they are nearest in meaning to the 

sentence printed  before them. 

     

    33/  “ Phone him tomorrow.”, she said to me on Saturday. 

        She told me 

________________________________________________________ 

    34/  Work hard and you will pass the exam. 
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        If  

________________________________________________________ 

    35/  I’ve never tasted pleasant  before. 

         This is the first time 

________________________________________________________ 

    36/  Tai Em and Cong Vinh are very good footballers  

       Tai Em and Cong Vinh   

________________________________________________________ 

 


